
BOUNTIFUL BLOGS

From The Angel News Network Blog

From a Diversity of God Power realms

Bountiful Blogs #1: Understanding Oneness

We  are  just  beginning  to  understand  the  mystery  of  Oneness  whereby  a  thread  of  contact

between each life and its source serve to connect all on this planet, in this solar system, in the

galaxy, in this universe...

Bountiful Blogs #2: One With All There Is

When humanity becomes one with ALL THERE IS/SOURCE/GOD we shall realize that we are

truly ALL THERE IS/SOURCE/GOD. This is not blasphemy but the fruit of total surrender to

truth. Then we shall finally be free to be WE! 

Bountiful Blogs #3: Mother Love

True unconditional Mother Love is a direct connection and reflection of the Cosmic Love of

which Higher Realms and Source has for Humanity. A love without control neither wounds nor

needs. It is this permanent re-connection with unconditional love that will allow our destined

Ascension into Higher Self existence. As our wounds and defenses now arise for healing, let us

allow the balancing of the masculine and feminine energies, which is vital within our Ascension

process.  Celebrate  today this  Cosmic Love Reflection  within Mother  Love and know it  is  a

pathway to our Truth and Oneness. 

Bountiful Blogs #4: Most Important Part of You

The Most Important Part of you is your eternal connection to Higher Realms, the Will/Wisdom

of Source/ALL THERE IS. We can no longer go it alone. The Re-connection to our higher self

and Source will power us into our intended immortal beingness and service to Oneness. The rest

of us are a bundle of impulses/wounds crowded with bits of human knowledge, which contains

very little truth. Let us now know the Reality of our higher selves and Source and Be Free, at

long last.



Bountiful Blogs #5: True Alchemy Defined

The holiest and highest form of true alchemy is when humanity shifts into knowing they are God

Power experiencing self.  Know right here, right now, we are indeed destined to become co-

creators with God, fulfilling the purity and destiny of the Creators loving intent. True alchemy is

not a secret formula to change base metal to gold, it is a spiritual, all loving science of changing

the illusionary image of humanity into the pure gold of the true being, being who you are. Then

you will be ready to have the empowered compassionate dominion over self and Earth.

Bountiful Blogs #6: University of the Spirit (US)

Beloved Saint Germain and other Ascended Masters conduct courses at the etheric Royal Teton

Retreat (Jackson Hole, WY) for those pursuing a path of Soul Mastery (a key mission of The

Angel  News  Network).  At  this  University  of  the  Spirit,  souls  are  also  tutored  in  divine

illumination and the practical application of universal ideals and laws. If you resonate with this

and wish to be tutored at your soul level at this etheric retreat you can ask your higher self, angel

guides, or we to escort you there in your light/finer body while you sleep...

Bountiful Blogs #7: Master Teachers

Masters and Master Teachers do not identify themselves; they recreate themselves in silence.

Use your discernment with anyone who calls themselves a Master teacher or Master otherwise.

Bountiful Blogs #8: Ownership

Give to we within higher realms your problems and we shall give you your Victory but we shall

not take your responsibility from you. That we cannot do. Everyone's problems are in his or her

world because his or her own creation built  those problems. And we urge you not to blame

somebody else for what's in your world. Face your I AM Presence honestly and say: "It's my

creation. Either I built it, or I opened the door and let it in; and if I created it, I can uncreate it."

That's how powerful you are! Through ownership you will set yourself free. 

Bountiful Blogs #9: Source of All Life

"Whatever and whoever denies ALL THERE IS: the Source of all Life and Light...they can only

exist  as long as the energy which they have already received can sustain them;  because the

moment an individual, group or nation or civilization denies the very Source of Life, that instant



the Inflowing Stream of Life Energy is cut off, and it can only continue to function until the

force  which  has  already  been  accumulated  becomes  exhausted.  The  collapse  and  self-

annihilation of these are inevitable." This is the reason for the destruction of all past Golden

Ages: the disconnect from Source. We are now being given the teachings and tools to maintain

and sustain a permanent connection to Source during the creation of our next final Golden Age.

Bountiful Blogs #10: Divine Love

Divine love contains perfect activity

In every sacred second of the God-within.

When we enter the conscious path

To Self Mastery, we understand and know,

We declare, we demonstrate

Divine love from now on...

For divine love contains

Wonder filled wisdom and perfect power.

It is composed of wondrous wisdom

And all-ready power of the God hour.

When we manifest enough divine love,

And send it out,

We demand and command the love,

All around.

So love your divine love,

Immensely and then,

Nothing else can enter mentally, but love.

Bountiful Blogs #11: Consciousness=Creation

Remember, what your consciousness is held firmly upon you brings into existence in yourself. It

is impossible for your Life to contain any thing that is not your present or past accumulation of

consciousness.  Whatever  you are conscious of in thought  and feeling stamps itself  upon the



Universal substance in and around you and brings forth after its kind, always. This is a Mighty

Cosmic Law from which there is no variation nor escape.

Bountiful Blogs #12: The Light of Source Never Falls

There  are  Higher  Realms  and  Frequencies  ever  present  continuing  to  bless  humanity  in

marvelous, silent ways and through their unconquerable Power and Intelligence forever fulfilling

the Law of the Eternal: THE LIGHT OF SOURCE NEVER FAILS. 

Bountiful Blogs #13: Gratitude

It is because humanity has forgotten to be grateful to Life for all the Blessings upon this Earth

(focus on what is rather than what is not) that it has shut the door to Peace and become bound by

the chains of its  own selfishness. The mass of mankind seeks the possession and holding of

things, which is an inversion of the Law of Life. Life forever says to the individual, “Expand and

ever let Source pour greater and greater Perfection through you forever.” As you receive from

Source,  the  Law  of  Life  is  to  balance  giving  of  one's  self  to  further

expand...giving=receiving=giving=receiving...

Bountiful Blogs #14: Purpose of Life

If  thoughts  and  feelings  of  anger,  hate,  selfishness,  condemnation  and  doubt  of  the  I  AM

Presence are permitted to remain in the consciousness of any human being, the door to perfection

closes and your existence becomes but a process of sleeping and eating until the energy drawn by

the outer consciousness spends itself  and the body is left to dissolution.   It  is to avoid such

continual  re-embodiment  into  limitation  that  it  is  so  imperative  for  the  individual  to  have

conscious understanding of the Purpose of Life, because the knowledge of how to release love,

wisdom and power enables you to fulfill that purpose perfectly.

Bountiful Blogs #15: To Know…

Each individual knows a thing only when they attain the consciousness of it by the expenditure

of their own energy, for then you feel It. 



Bountiful Blogs #16: Life as Perfection

Life is perfection and it contains all perfect manifestation within itself.  The only duty of the

personality is to be a “cup” that carries  and reveals  the perfection of life.  Until  one obtains

obedience from the outer senses and maintains a feeling of peace within themselves, there is an

imbalance of the purity and perfection of life that is flowing through.

Bountiful Blogs #17: Discernment

The lack of discernment  in distinguishing the True from the false is  the thing which makes

mankind fail most often in the outer world. The one who determines to attain Perfection can

choose to train the outer activity of their mind to listen to no voice but that of their inner “Mighty

I AM Presence.” If you so choose, accept only its inner wisdom and obey its direction... hear the

Light, see the Light, feel the Light... BE the Light of the Infinite I AM.

Bountiful Blogs #18: Harmony and Peace

The  average  person's  thoughts  and  feelings  are  nothing  but  a  mass  of  chaotic  pictures  and

negative suggestions which they have accepted from the world about them and keeps repeating

and  feeding  them  by  their  own  energy  through  their  attention.  Order  is  Heaven's  First

Law...Harmony and Peace, the Cohesive Power of the Universe. These come from One Source

only, and that is the Mighty I AM Presence of the Universe, your God Power Self. 

Bountiful Blogs #19: Permanent Perfection

Love, Wisdom and Power are the primal attributes which Life uses to build Permanent Creation,

and when mankind ceases its self-created discord, all Life around it and in Nature will express

Permanent Perfection.

Find The Angel News Network library including MAN POWER GOD POWER by Phillip Elton

Collins at TheAngelNewsNetwork.com.


